
MUSEUM AT BYGDØY
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THE

How do you create a new museum for the most valuable artifacts in the Norwegian 
history? Artifacts so fragile, that they can barely be moved, and their current housing 
hardly touched. In this project we have attempted to create a new Viking Ship museum, 
which is closely connected to the Viking Age, while also retain and re-use the strong 
character of the current museum by Arnstein Arneberg. 
 

As inspiration for the museum we studied old Viking houses, villages, common constructions and woodworking 
techniques. We wanted to capture the dark and raw atmosphere of the brutal Viking Age, while still creating a 
museum that lets the artifacts stand out. 
  
Our attempt resulted in a mixed structure of concrete domes and wooden stave constructions. A set of neutral 
spaces to exhibit the artifacts while still giving the more social spaces a sense of the Viking spirit. 

Today the Viking Ships are exhibited in a very narrow space. Very few people have ever seen a Viking Ship from 
the side, in its whole. The existing building also lacks acoustic qualities, and is a physical danger to the artifacts. 

In our project we wanted to give new rooms to the two most astonishing Viking Ships; Oseberg and Gokstad, 
while remaining the Tune Ship in the old building. We wanted to give the opportunity to experience the ships in 
their wholeness, not just in its full length but also above and beneath. 

Our project resulted in two large domes which houses the ships, with ramps that takes you on a journey on a 
deeper understanding of the Viking age, while at the same time being able to experience the ships in different 
views. While being on this journey you experience both the naturalness of the concrete, the dark and mysteri-
ous feeling in the curved wooden structure, and a strong connection with the existing building by Arneberg. 

Our museum is about the feeling of the Viking Age. Being able to be taken to a different time and get a 
deeper understanding of the Norse traditions and heritage. 





 











The large bed

Length            Width            Height          Vulnerability 
2,2 m   1,9 m               1,59 m                        B-3

  
Marks

Not exhibited today

Loom
 

Length            Width            Height          Vulnerability 
2m                        33 cm                    1,12 m                             B-3

  
Marks

Will be reconstructed

Gustavsons sledge unr. 179

Length            Width            Height          Vulnerability 
                       B-5

  
Marks

Display measurements 285X152X215

Vognen unr. 224

Length            Width            Height          Vulnerability 
5,2 m               1,6 m                 2,1 m                      B-4

  
Marks

Display measurements 520X160X210
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Basement level C-10
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Existing basement level C -3





Existing ground level C 0







Section BB


















